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Until 1900 there is only one.Wonderfully illustrated and wittily written, this little classic of sartorial
elegance will charm and inform in equal measure. It had been not until 1989 that a fourth became popular.
Throughout the 150-season his-tory of the modern tie, only four tie knots have been recognized. That is, as
yet. They discovered eighty-five ways to tie a tie, thirteen which survived their aesthetic test, and earned
their suggestion. The effect is a rich mixture of history, science, fashion, and practicality which will become
the must-possess accessory for all well-dressed guys.In this history of and information to tie wearing,
Thomas Fink and Yong Mao trace the peculiar evolution of the knotted neckcloth from the seventeenth
century to its contemporary form. These two Cambridge physicists applied a model more often used to spell
it out atomic movement to the twists and turns of the central item of men's dress. In the 1930s, Edward, the
Prince of Wales, became the unwitting embodiment of two even more, even though he in fact wore neither.
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Excellent Condition My boyfriend cherished it. He loves devices and this sort of produced his everyday tie
right into a gadget. Gift for my son. Five Stars Perfect Very disappointed with this book Extremely
disappointed with this book, it's basically 85 ways to tie a triangular formed tie knot, if your looking for
direction to tie an Eldredge or other unusual knot this publication is not for you Five Stars totally fun read. I
never would have bought this publication at its list price of $60.. He loved it! Three Stars some basic ties are
not included, so not as extensive as the title makes you think. Exactly what I wanted. International shipping
is inexpensive, and it's way, way cheaper investing in a fresh copy and shipping it from the UK than paying
a few of the used prices here! I'm a dork. I liked the bits of "tie history" that are also included in the
publication. I couldn't discover anything wrong with it.00+.like giving as gifts to young men Order from
amazon uk instead While sold-out and grossly overpriced in the used section here, it's in stock and ships
quickly from amazon uk..My duplicate, with shipping, found $12 and it arrived a week after placing the
order. Very good book with excellent instructions i am also very pleased ... Very good book with excellent
instructions i am also happy with the product quality it came in and the cimpany can be trusted to send you
quality books Something everyone with a tie desires. The book was shown as "like new" and that's exactly
what it was. So, if you can think it is used and you possess someone in your daily life who enjoys wearing a
match and tie, do it now. Easy to read Great book I liked the items of "tie history" that are also included .
Great service!.
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